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This aerial view
shows the Dinder
National Park.

A ranger patrols in the Dinder National Park, about 400 kms southeast of the Sudanese capital.
— AFP photos

A Waterbuck is pictured at the Dinder
National Park.

Cranes ﬂy over pelicans feeding in the water at sunset at the “Ain Al-Shams” a seasonal lake
within the Dinder National Park.

ucked away by the Ethiopian border,
Sudan’s Dinder National Park boasts
the country’s most diverse wildlife, but
rangers face a daily battle to protect it as
human encroachment mounts. Spread over
more than 10,000 square kilometers (3,800
square miles), 400 kilometers (250 miles)
southeast of Khartoum, the park is Sudan’s
biggest and abuts Ethiopia’s Alatash
National Park. Sandwiched between the
vast grasslands of the Sahel and the forests
of the Ethiopian highlands, the park boasts
a variety of habitats that have made it a
haven for wildlife.
Freshwater lakes dot the park’s woodlands and savannah, making it an important
flyway for migratory birds as well. “It enjoys
the richest wildlife in Sudan,” said Albadri
Alhassan, head of the park’s development
organization. “But the growing human violations threaten to diminish the wilderness.”
When the park was first declared a protected
reserve under Anglo-Egyptian rule in 1935,
the area was sparsely inhabited. But in
recent decades, the population has soared in
the villages that dot the park and its surrounding buffer zone, creating huge pressure
for new land to grow crops.
And as cattle herders’ traditional grazing
lands have been ploughed up, they in turn
have increasingly encroached on the park
in search of pasture. “Such behaviors are
posing an immense threat to the reserve,”
said the head of Dinder’s wildlife research
station, Omar Mohamed. Among the hardest-hit species has been the giraffe, which

has disappeared from the park in the face of
habitat loss and other environmental factors, Mohamed said.
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‘Great harm to wildlife’
Villagers say they do their best to follow
park restrictions but add that they desper-

reserve. He complains that some regulations are “very hard and impractical” to follow in the growing villages. “Our village
alone has an estimated population of
around 2,000 people,” he said, adding that
its allotted five square kilometers of land
was “too small”.

A ﬂock of zabu are pictured near the Dinder National Park.
ately need more land to feed themselves.
“We use traditional agriculture and we prevent our animals from grazing outside our
village,” said farmer Abubakr Ibrahim from
Mai Carato, a village on the west bank of
the Rahad river, which flows through the

“It is not enough for us,” he said, arguing
that “the reserve is vast, so giving us more
space will not do any harm”. But conservationists disagree. “Any expansion to the villages will greatly harm the reserve, disturb
the wildlife and reduce their resources,”

A lion family is pictured at the small zoo within the Dinder National Park.

Mohamed said. “It would be best to move
those villages to better serviced areas outside the reserve.” Human encroachment
disturbs the park’s wildlife in other ways too.
Hungry villagers often harvest wild honey
from the park’s woods, lighting fires to create smoke to ward off the bees, in breach of

A group of rangers are pictured outside their headquarters of Galegu within the Dinder National
Park.
park rules. Rangers patrol the rugged terrain in search of violators, who can face
hefty fines or up to six months in prison
depending on the offence.
“We try to pursue them but sometimes
they flee before we arrive,” ranger

Adam Driver,
Marion Cotillard
ﬁlm ‘Annette’ to
open Cannes
he was born long before World War
I, the year the ice cream cone was
invented and as work was beginning
on the Panama Canal. America’s oldest
citizen, 116-year-old Hester Ford, has died,
her family announced. The death of the
North Carolina resident was announced on
Facebook by great-granddaughter Tanisha
Myers, who said Ford passed peacefully at
home, surrounded by family.
She had 288 descendants: 12 children,
48 grandchildren, 108 great-grandchildren
and 120 great-great-grandchildren.
“Although she has passed, her legacy and
memory will continue to live on through her
family and everyone she has touched to
make the world a better place for generations to come,” the statement said.
Her exact birth date was unclear, but
she had been recognized by the
Gerontology Research Group (GRG) as
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America’s oldest citizen, 116-year-old Hester Ford
the oldest American. Ford grew up in rural
South Carolina, picking and planting cotton and plowing fields, according to
WBTV, a CBS affiliate in Charlotte. She
later worked for years as a nanny. Ford’s
husband of 45 years died in 1963, and
she never remarried.
She became the oldest living American
after the death in 2019 of 114-year-old
Alelia Murphy, according to the GRG. Ford
began each day with a half-banana for
breakfast, but when asked the secret of
her longevity simply replied, “I just live
right, all I know.” Though Ford reportedly
suffered dementia in later years, she was
able to recite a Bible verse on her 112th
birthday.

Last year, commissioners in
Mecklenburg County declared September
1 to be Mother Hester Ford Day. “She not
only represented the advancement of our
family but of the Black African American
race and culture in our country,” the family
statement said. “She was a reminder of
how far we have come as people on this
earth.” The oldest surviving American, following Ford’s death, is 114-year-old
Thelma Sutcliffe of Omaha, Nebraska,
according to the Gerontology Research
Group. The oldest living person in the
world is believed to be Kane Tanaka, 118,
of Fukuoka, Japan. — AFP

Mohamed Makki told AFP. But all is not
lost. The park’s wildlife research chief says
sightings of hyenas, lions and smaller cats
like genets and servals remain common,
particularly at night. By day, visitors can see
African buffalo and several species of
gazelle as well as an array of birdlife, both

he new film from French auteur
Leos Carax will open the delayed
Cannes Film Festival in July, the
organizers said yesterday. “Annette”
brings together two favorites of independent cinema, Adam Driver and Marion
Cotillard, as a glamorous celebrity couple
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Adam Driver and Marion Cotillard

resident and migratory. Despite all the challenges, the reserve has “remained pristine
and managed to maintain its wilderness,”
Mohamed boasts. “All we want is to keep it
this way.”— AFP

whose lives are upended by the arrival of
their first child, “a mysterious girl with a
special destiny.” The trailer, released yesterday, indicates this will be another visually arresting and wildly inventive film from
Carax. It will be the first English-language
film for the director, known for dark and
ambitious arthouse favorites “Holy
Motors” and “Les Amants du Pont Neuf”.
The film will run as part of the main
competition for the Palme D’Or, with the
jury this year headed by US director Spike
Lee. The Cannes Film Festival, usually
held in May, has been postponed to July
6-17 this year due to the coronavirus pandemic. The trade fair that runs alongside
the festival has been moved online and is
due to be held from June 21 to 25. — AFP

